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HENSELIAN VALUED FIELDS

WITH PRESCRIBED VALUE GROUP AND RESIDUE FIELD

BY

LINDA HILL

ABSTRACT. A class of fields supplementary to the inertia field of a

given henselian valued field is used to construct extensions of that field

having prescribed value group and residue field. The extensions so-con-

structed are characterized, and their number investigated.

1. Introduction. The construction of valued fields extending a given one and

having prescribed value groups and residue fields with respect to the extensions

of the given valuation has received much attention in the literature from many

points of view; see [l], [2], [3], bl, [6], [7], [8], [ll], [12], for example.  The

general problem, that of finding an extension L of a given Krull-valued field

(K, A) such that the extensions of A to L realize prescribed value groups and

residue fields, or, more generally, realizing simultaneously such prescriptions

for the extensions of an entire tree of valuation rings of K, has yielded to a

method initiated by Endler in bl and Chapter IV of [4], for rank 1 Krull valua-

tions and extended by the present author in [6] to a class of Krull valuations of

finite rank. That is the realization of each prescribed value group and residue

field extension by an extension of the henselization (completion, in the rank 1

case) of the given valued field, coupled with the realization of those fields as

the henselizations of some single extension L of K. Since a henselization of

any valued field is an immediate extension of that field, the realization of pre-

scribed value group and residue field extensions is achieved.  Thus, the exis-

tence of extensions of a given henselian valued field having prescribed value

group and residue field is of much interest.  This paper presents a method for the

construction of such fields and offers characterizations of the fields so-con-

structed.   Offered also is a discussion of the number of extensions realizing a

given prescription; some open questions on the subject are listed.

2. Preliminaries and notation. Throughout this work, if A and B are any pair

of groups, rings, or fields, with A C B, we will denote by {ß | Aj the lattice
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(under products, intersections, and set-theoretic inclusion) of subgroups, subrings,

or subfields of B containing A.

Let (K, A) be a (Krull-) valued field, ß a separable closure of K, and C an

extension of A to ß. We will denote by Çc the place of ß determined by C and

will write-, for any L € jß | K\, £c L for the residue field Ccr\L^'' we mite

TCL for the value group vCnL(L).  Within the extension ß | K one finds the well-

known intermediate fields K  (C), K (C), and K  (C), the decomposition field,

inertia field, and ramification field, respectively, of C over K.

The fundamental properties of these fields which will be used in the present

work are:

(2.1) (KZ(C), C n KZ(C)) is a henselian valued field, minimal in iß | K\

with respect to that property, and is an immediate extension of (K, A).  The field
•7

(K, A) is henselian exactly in case K  (C) = K.

(2.2) (KT(C), C n KT(C)) is an unramified extension of (K, A) and is the

unique maximal member of jß | K   (C)\ with respect to that property; it is normal

over KZ(C).  Thus rc(KT(C)) - rcK; ¿C(KT(C)) = £c ß, an algebraic closure of

¿^K.  The place £r is an order-preserving, degree-preserving lattice-isomorphism

from ÍKT(C)| KZ(C)\ onto i£cß I^Ki.  The Galois groups Aut(KT(C)\ KZ(C))

and Aut(£cß |£AK) are isomorphic.  For any member. L of \K (C)\ K (C)\, L O

K (C) is the unique member of \K  (C)\ K  (C)\ having residue field £CL.

(2.3) (K  (C), C O K (C)) is a tamely ramified extension of (K, A) and con-

tains every finite defectless (see [4]) tamely ramified extension (L, C O L) of

(K, A) within (ß, C); it is normal over both K (C) and K  (C).  The valuation vc

is an order-preserving, degree-preserving lattice-isomorphism from {K  (C)|K (C)|

to jr(Kv(C))|r/1Ki.  For any L e JKV(C)| KT(C)\, L • KT(C) is the unique mem-

ber of Í KV(C) | KT(C)\ having value group TCL.

If the extension C of A to ß is considered fixed, we will denote K  (C),
T 1/ Z        T V

K (C), and K  (C) by K  , K  , and K  , respectively, and will omit reference to

C in rc, vc, and Cc-

3. Neukirch complements. In his paper [10], Jürgen Neukirch established the

existence of fields which we have chosen to call Neukirch complements, supple-

mentary to the three fields discussed in §2 above. Namely, Neukirch showed

that the exact sequence

(3.1) {Ii -Aut(Kv|KT) -.AutC^I^-i* Aut(KV|JCZVAut(KV|KZ)-»UI

splits. A splitting of sequence (3.1) is obtained if a field iv e \K \ K \ is

found for which K* • KT = KV and K5 O KT = KZ; Neukirch showed that the

fields  K   with those properties are precisely the members of {K   | K  j maximal
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with respect to the property K   D K   = K    (that is, that £/C = £K); a simple

Zorn's lemma argument thus establishes the existence of such fields.  We have

called (see [6]) such a field ft    a Neukirch complement for K    in K  .

The main property of Neukirch complements which Neukirch establishes is:

Theorem (3.2) (Neukirch). The lattices j Ks \ Kz\ and \TKS | TiCzi = WKV \ TK\

are in order-preserving, degree-preserving correspondence under the lattice-iso-

morphisms L r~* YL and V~  [A] *H A.   The composition of this isomorphism with

that from [FKV | Tf<! onto \KV \K   ! preserves value groups.   That composition h

L l-> L • KT with inverse M n ¡â «H M.

4. Neukirch-determinable extensions. Here and in the sequel we assume

(K, A) is henselian, so K    = K.  If L is any member of i K   | K\, denote by L
T T

the inertia field L   (C) = L • K  (C) of C over L.  The ramification field of C

over L is KV.  The group Aut(Kv \ L) is a subgroup of Aut(KV | K), Aut(KV | LT)

is a subgroup of Aut(KV | KT), and Aut(KV | KT) O Aut(KV | L) = Aut(KV | LT), so

the following diagram commutes:

(4.1) íli-.Aut^lK^-Aut^lrO^Aut^lrO/Aut^Ifí7')-^}!!

J J J
(4.2) jli ^Aut(KV|LT) ^Aut(KV|L) -Aut(KV|L)/Aut (KV\LT) -* jlj

If r¡: Aut(KV | K)/Aut(KV | KT) — Aut(KV | K) is a splitting of sequence (4.1 ),

then the restriction of r¡ to Aut(K   | L)/Aut(K   | L   ) splits sequence (4.2) in such

a way that the resulting diagram commutes, if and only if r/(Aut(K  |L)/Aut(Kv'|LT))C

Aut(K  \L).   In case this happens, we have called L a Neukirch-determinable

extension of K.   If Im(77) = K\ we also say that L is a K *determinable extension

of K.  Clearly, then, L is K -determinable if and only if L • K    is a Neukirch

complement for L    in K  .

Proposition (4.3). If L e\K   \K\ and K    is a Neukirch complement for K

in K   , then L is ¡C -determinable if and only if L • Kr n L • K   = L.  Further,

for any member L of \KV\K\, the field L • ¡C~ n L • KT is KS-determinable.

Proof. By definition of Neukirch determinability, L is /C-determinable if and

only if Aut(K |k ) O Aut(K \L) splits sequence (4.2), which happens if and only

if

(i) AuttK^K5) nAut(KV|L)nAut(KV|L • KT)={l|,and

(ii) [AutíK^fC9) n Aut(KV|L)] - Aut(KV|L • KT) = Aut(KV|L).

Condition (i) holds automatically, since Aut(K   \K ) C\Aut(KV\K  )={l|;condi-

tion (ii) is equivalent to the assertion L • K   O L • K   = L.

To check that L • K   n L • K   is K -determinable, we use the criterion
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just proved: Clearly we need only check that (L ■ Xs n L ■ KT) • KS n (L • KS D

L • KT) • KTÇL- Ks HL- KT. We have

(L • K5 n L . KT). KS n(L. Ks n L . KT) • KT

ÇL. Ks r\L. KT . KS HL. KS . KTn L. KT

= L»Krr\L»K,    as required.

Remark (4.4). Proposition (4.3) shows that a K -determinable extension of K

is obtainable as the intersection of its inertia field and a Neukirch complement

for that inertia field.

Corollary (4.5). Every member of \K  \K j is K -determinable; every member

of \K  \K  1 is K -determinable for all Neukirch complements K .

Proof. L '2 KS entails L - Ks n L • KT = L nL • KT - L; similarly if
L^Kr.

Corollary (4.6). For eac¿ K , the set of K -determinable extensions of K in

K    is closed under intersection.

Proof.   If L and Ift are  K -determinable, consider   (L D M) • K C\

(L n Af) • KT Ç (L • K5) fl (M • 1^)0 (L • KT) n (M • KT) = (L • KS O L • KT) n

(M-f^flM' KT) . L n«.  The other inclusion is trivial.

Theorem (4.7). /4 /feW L e |KV|Kj is KS determinable if and only if

T(L C\KS) = TL.

Proof. If L is K -determinable, then Aut(K  |L) is the semidirect product

Aut(Kv|L • KT) x^ Aut(Kv|L • Ks); here the action ^ of Aut(Kv|L • K5) on

Aut(K   |L • K  ) is induced by inner automorphisms of Aut(K   |L) on its abelian

normal subgroup Aut(K   |L • K  ).  The statement T(L nK ) = TL is equivalent

to (L C\K ) • K   bL'K  ,in turn equivalent to

Aut(KV|L). OH x^Ant(iC^^n Ant(Kv|KT)x^U|]-Aut(íCv|L. KT).

Expressing Aut(K  |L) as the semidirect product which it is in case L is in-

déterminable, we have

([Aut(KV|L . KT) x0 Aut(Kv|L . K5)]. DU x0 Aut(Kv|KS)])

n(Aut(KV|KT)x0{l{)= Aut(KV|L . KT).

Conversely, let Aut(fC   |L) be thought of as a subgroup of the semidirect

product Aut(Kv|K)= Aut(Kv|KT)Xl/, Aut(Kv|KS).  The map n: r (-» (1, r) splits
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sequence (4.2) provided !(<x, 1)| (o, r) £ Aut(KV|L) for some r e Aut(KV\KS)\ =

Aut(KV|L • KT), yet the former set is exactly Aut(KV|L) • AutiK^K5) Cl

Aut(KV\KT).

Remark (4.8). For all members L of \K   \K\, Neukirch-determinable or not,

C(L H K   ) = CL (see [6]).   Theorem (4.7) shows that the Neukirch-determinable

extensions of K in K    are exactly those for which the analogous statement holds

for value groups.

Corollary (4.9). Every member of \K \K\ is K -determinable.

Proof. If L C KS, then L O KS = L.

Corollary (4.10). All members of \KV\KT] and all members of \KT\K\ are

K -determinable.

Proof. By Satz 5 of Neukirch 's work [10], the mapping L r-* L l~> KS of

\KV\KT\ onto \KS\K\ preserves value groups.  If L Ç KT then TL = TK yet since

KT D Ks = K, we know L n Ks = K.

Corollary (4.11). L is KS-determinable if and only if (L n K5) • (L n KT) = L.

Proof. Clearly (L nKS) • (L nKT)C L.  Further, [(L OK5) • (L nKT)] n

K5 D L n KS, so

r[(L n ks) . (L n KT)]^r(L n ks),

and [(L n Ks) • (L D K7")] nK^LOK7", so

£[(L f! ^.(m kt)] = £[(ln ks). (L n KT) n KT] 2¿(^ n KT) = ¿l.

Thus T(L n KS) Ç T[(L n KS) • (L n KT)] Ç TL and £[(L n Ks) • (L n KT)] =

CL.  If L is KS-determinable, then T[(L n KS) • (L O KT)] = TL, and by (22.2)

of [4], we have

[L : (L n KS). (L n KT)]

= (rL : na n k5) . a o kt))) kl: ¿a n^.an kt)] = 1.

Conversely, if L = (L n KS) • (L n KT), we have TL = T(L • KT) =

T((L D KS) • (L n KT) • KT) = T((L n KS) • KT) = T(L n KS), so L is ^-deter-

minable.

Remark (4.12). Corollary (4.11) shows that a Neukirch-determinable extension

is determined by its value group and residue field (hence the name).  Indeed,

L nhv   is the unique member of [K \K\ having value group TL and L DK    is

the unique member of {K   \K] having residue field ¿,L.  In terms of the lattice-

isomorphisms v and £ of Theorem (3.2) and paragraph (2.2), respectively, L =
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v~  (TL) ' C~ (Ci-)-   If -L is K -determinable, then it is the only K -determinable

extension of K in K    having its value group and residue field.

Remark (4.13). For any L e \KV\K\, the field (L n K5) • (L DKT) is KS-

determinable and has value group T(L O K ) and residue field ¿,L; the verifica-

tion is routine.

Remark (4.14). For any K    and for any prescription (A, ¿) of value group

and residue field with A € ÍTKv|rKl and £ e \CKv\£K\ = i£ß |¿Kj, there is a KS-

determinable extension of K in K   having value group A and residue field ¿C

(hence one and only one such field).   For, let Lj be the unique member of

{fC^Kj having value group A, let L2 be the unique member of ¡KT|K} having

residue field £, and set L = Lj • L2«  We know, by Corollaries (4.9) and (4.10)

and Corollary (4.15) below, that L is ¡C-determinable.  We have L • K    =

Lj • L2 • K   = Lj • K   so TL = TL, » A.   K -determinability implies by Propo-

sition (4.3) that L = L - K5 n L • KT = Lj • L2 • KS D Lj • L2 • KT = L2 • KS n

Lj • KT,so

LnKT=L2-KSn Lj • KTnKT=L2-KSnKT=L2KS nL2KT=L2

since L2 is f^-determinable.  Thus ¿L = £(L n KT) = ¿L2 = £.

Corollary (4.15). Tie ser o/ K -determinable extensions of K in K   forms a

sublattice of \KV\K\.

Proof. We need only show that the set of IV-determinable extensions is

closed under products.   Suppose, then, that L and M are Iv -determinable, and

consider L • M.  We have (L • M n KS) • (L • M n KT) Ç L • M, and (L-Mnii5)

•(L-AinKr)^(Ln Ks) •(MnKS)-(LnKr)-(MnKT)=L-M by Corollary

(4.11).

Remark (4.16).  Proposition (4.3), Corollary (4.5), and Corollary (4.15) show
S V

that the lattice of K -determinable extensions of K in K    is precisely the sub-

lattice of ¡KV|K} generated by {KV|KS| U JKV|KT}.  Corollaries (4.9), (4.10),

and (4.11) show that that lattice is identical to the one generated by ÍK |K} U

{KT\K\.

Corollary (4.17). Neukirch's lattice-isomorphisms between \KV\K   ) and

{KT|KZ! given by L H» L nKT and M • KS <H M preserve residue fields.  That

is, the place £ is a lattice-isomorphism between \K  \K \ and i£ß|£f(|.

Proof. We need only check that the map M H» M • iV9 of {KT|KZ¡ onto

{K   |ici preserves residue fields, as its inverse clearly does.  Given M e

{K   \K   !, M is K -determinable by Corollary (4.10), so by Proposition (4.3), M =

M'KSr\M-KT = M'KSr\KT which has residue field £(M • K*).
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Remark (4.18). By Corollary (4.17) we know that for any member L of {K   \K\,

£((L D K  ) • K )= £L. We remark that, analogous to Theorem (4.7) we have: L

is K -determinable if and only if £(L • K ) = ¿X.  For, if L is K -determinable

then C(L • Ks) = £(L • Ks n LT) by (2.2) and

C(L . KS n LT) = C(L • KS n L • KT) = ¿L.

Conversely, if £(L • KS) = £L then L-^nL-K^L-lc'nL7' which is the

unique member of \L   \L] having residue field £(L • K )= ¿X, so L • K   D

L • KT = L.

Remark (4.19). We observe that for each K , every member L of JK  |ft"! lies

between two K -determinable fields which coincide in case L is K -determinable.

Namely, (L D Ks) • (L O KT) Ç L Ç L • KS O L . KT.  The smaller field has

value group T(L n Ks) and residue field £L; L is of degree (TL : T(L O KS))

over it.  The larger field has value group TL and residue field £(L • K ) and is

of degree [£(L • Ks) : ¿L] over L.

5. Let K    be a fixed Neukirch complement for K    in K    with Galois group

GS = Aut(Kv|KS) and splitting map r¡: Aut(KV\K)/Aut(Kv\KT) -» GS. We denote

Aut(Kv|KT) by GT.  We regard Aut(Kv|K) as the semidirect product GT x , GS,

where the action ifr of G   on G    is induced by inner automorphisms of Aut(K   \K)
T

acting on its abelian normal subgroup G   .

If K    is another Neukirch complement for K    in K    with splitting map rj ,

consider r/'as an isomorphism of Aut(ft""|ft")/G    into G    x^ G .  We have, for
ç * T

any x e G , r¡ (jx) = ((f> ,(x), x) tot some <f>vi(x) e G  . Simple computation shows

1*
that the map <f>vi'. G   —* G    is a crossed homomorphism:

ty-n' (*>)> *>) ™ lAjUy)) = r/'(/x) . r/'i/'y)

= <0VU), xíí^.íy), y) = (^,,U) • U>,,(y)]*f xy).

cl ç

Here we denote the action fyf/x)(z) by zx.   If K   = K   then 0  »  is the trivial

crossed homomorphism <fivi(x) = 1 for all x e G .

It is clear that if <f>  , = <f> » then r/' = r/".   Thus the map r¡' r-* <f> , is an in-

jection of the set of splittings of sequence (3.1) into the group of crossed homo-
S T

morphisms of G   into G  .

S . T
A principal crossed homomorphism f oí G   into G    is by definition one for

l T
which f(x)= o • (ff*)      for some ff e G   ; we will denote by fa the principal

crossed homomorphism determined by ff.

Lemma (5.1). If K   and K    are K-isomorphic, then they are K  -isomorphic.
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Proof. Say K    = oK   fot some o € Aut(Kv\K).   Then ff is uniquely express-

ible as r • p fot some r e Aut(Kv\KT) and p € A\it(Kv\Ks), and we have Ks' =

r • p K5 = rKs, as p leaves Ks fixed.

Proposition (5.2). // K   and K   , with splitting maps r¡ and r/' respectively,

are K-isomorphic, then <f>  , • <f>~    is a principal crossed homomorphism.

Proof. We have KS' = ffK5 for some ff e A\it(Kv\KT) and r¡'(x) = o ■ r/(x) • ff-1

for all x € A\it(KV\K)/Aut(KV\KT). Computing cp  ,, we have

(<f>v,(x), x) = r¡'(jx) = (ff, 1) - (r,(/U))) • (ff, I)"1 = (ff, 1) - (<f>v(x), x) . (o~\ 1)

= (o.<f>v(x),x). (ff-1, 1) = (ff . <f>v(x) . (ff-1)*,*),

so <f>7j,(x)= o-<f>v(x)- (o~1f = o-(pv(x)- (ff*)-1 =<^7J(x)- ff • (ff*)-1 since

Aut(Kv\KT) is abelian.  Hence (<pv • ^Xx) = ff • (ff*)"1 = /^x), so <pv, •

^ = ¡o-

As the first cohomology group of Aut(K   |K ) with coefficients   in

Aut(K   \K   ) is the quotient of the group of crossed homomorphisms of

Aut(K   |ft" ) into Aut(K   \K   ) by the subgroup of principal crossed homomorphisms

(see [9, Chapter IV, §2]), we have

Proposition (5.3). The set of K-isomorphism classes of Neukirch comple-

ments for K    in K     is   in  bijective   correspondence  with a subset of the group

H^(A\it(.KV\KS), Aut(Kv|KT)) for any fixed Neukirch complement Ks.

Theorem (5.4). Let K    be a Neukirch complement for K    in K  .   For a

given prescription (A, X) of value group extension and residue field extension, with A e

jr/C^rKl and £ 6 \£Q\£K\, there are at most card(//J,(Aut(KV'|fCí), Aut(KV|KT)))

non-K-isomorphic Neukirch-determinable extensions of K having the prescribed

value group and residue field.

Proof. Given A and $., we know by Remark (4.14) that there is for each

Neukirch complement K   exactly one K -determinable extension of K in K

realizing (A, JÜ).  We verify that if K   and K    ate K-isomorphic then so are the

extensions L and L  which they determine having value group A and residue field

£.  We assume therefore that K   = oK   for some ff e Aut(K   |K), and as before,

may take ff e Aut(K   |K   ).  Consider the field ffL.  As v is henselian, v = v • ff

on any member of ÍKv|K¡,so T(ffL) = TL = T(L O Ks) = T(ff(L fl Ks)) =

T(ffL O oK ), establishing that oL is oK -determinable and has value group YL.
T T

Also, the residue field of ffi. is that of ffL n K  , and as ff leaves K    fixed,

oL r\KT = oL n oKT = o(L C\KT)=L C\KT which has residue field £L.  Thus
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oL is triC-determinable and has value group A and residue field ic, so oL = L'

by Remark (4.12).

6. Remarks. The author has not succeeded in finding an explicitly non-Neu-

kirch-determinable field.   However, since the two extensions Q2 (\/2) and Q2(V6)

of the field Q, of 2-adic numbers are non-Q.-isomorphic yet have the same value

group and residue field, it is clear that for any Neukirch complement Q2 for Q2

in Q2 , not both Q2(V2) and Q2(\/6) are Q2-determinable.   Indeed, either one of

Q (V2), QJ1J6) fails entirely to be Neukirch-determinable, or there are non-Q2-

isomorphic Neukirch complements for    Q2 in Q2 .

While Neukirch complements are necessarily minimal elements of jK  \K\

with respect to having value group YK   , the author has been unable to decide

whether such a minimal element must be a Neukirch complement.  An example of

a non-Neukirch-determinable member of ÍK   \K\ having value group YK    would

establish the answer negatively.   Indeed, if L e\K  \K] has value group YK  ,

then L contains a minimal element of \K   \K\ having that property, yet should L
S S

contain any Neukirch complement K , then L would be K -determinable, by

Corollary (4.5).
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